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Essential Bio 
 

 “To convey gestures on a performative level, it is necessary to reveal the process of fruition when coming in contact with 

inner form. Then, the internal architecture acts on the dramaturgy, revealing the direction of a whole, supporting the 

body that lends itself to the process "(A. Bergamasco). 

 
Ambra G. Bergamasco, is a finnish-italian dance artist. Situated internationally in the art scene as an author dancer, 

researcher in the field of critical theory, art and geography, digital analog aesthesis. She has engaged with site specific 

and walking participatory art performance both in Ireland and Italy. On a dance level, Ambra defines herself as a 

processual choreographer and a corporeal dramaturg. She investigated sign gesture and verse in the relationality of 

internal and external landscapes. 

 
Ambra has collaborated with international artists both on stage and on camera. She has a long-standing collaboration 

with experimental film director Michael Higgins. Ambra has engaged in dance for music video. 

Ambra has studies dance since 4 years old, training in classical, modern, tiptap, contemporary, capoeira, Indian classical 

dance and African dance. Since 1998 she decided to deepen her understanding of the body as a living dramaturgical 

opportunity through Butoh dance. 

Ambra creates and performs Solo pieces since 2002 working with Conleth White, light designer and video art direction. 

She has performed in India and worked with world famous Dancer Activist Mallika Sarabhai as dancer and 

choreographer. She has performed her solo pieces in Italy, Ireland, Holland, Japan and Ireland and India. 

 

Academically BA and HDip in Cultural Anthropology MU, Ireland and a long lasting relationship with her PhD thesis in 

Cultural Geography. She has presented at many conferences in Ireland, Germany and U.S.A. Her presentations have been 

mostly performance lectures: The Geographical Turn, Ireland; Dancing Days Galway, Art and Deleuze Ireland to name a 

few. 

 
She is the artistic director of Moving Bodies Festival and runs Espace Productions, a transversal performing arts 

production, research, development and innovation company. 

From an early age she partakes in the artistic production of renowned art theater artists Ulla Alasjarvi and Beppe 

Bergamasco, founders of the Compagnia Sperimentale Drammatica - Alasjarvi & Bergamasco (1971) today under Espace 

Productions, and Teatro Espace (1999-2019). 

 
Ambra lived in Ireland for 20 years, and maintains her collaborations with what she feels is a home to her. In Dublin, she 

worked with Dance Ireland-Dance House, as a teacher and developed her solo research pieces through residency 

periods. Moving Bodies Festival has been supported by the Embassy of Japan in Ireland since 2015. Ambra engages with 

new pathways to sustain and stimulate the field of cultural economy. In lieu of this, she recently created 

Business2ArtsItaly. 

 
Currently, Ambra is working with BTT Balletto Teatro di Torino Contemporary Dance Company. She directs Espace 

Productions with contemporary poet Paolo Fichera, Visual Artist Luca Motolese in art Akira Zakamoto. EP is an open -

ended dance theatre company. 

BTT http://www.ballettoteatroditorino.it/compagnia/ambra-gatto-bergamasco/ 

Contant details 

www.ambragattobergamasco.com 

fb: espace productions 

fb: moving bodies festival dublin 

fb: moving bodies festival and live arts torino 

Instagram: espace productions 

Moving Bodies Festival Butoh & Live Arts 

http://www.ballettoteatroditorino.it/compagnia/ambra-gatto-bergamasco/
http://www.ambragattobergamasco.com/


 

 

MBFestival was created after two editons – 2012 and 2013 of Dublin Butoh Festival directed by Katrin Neue 

and co-director Ambra G. Bergamasco, staged at La Cathedral Studios and Smock Alley, and Dance 

Ireland/Dance House. That was the first ever butoh festival in Ireland and is part of the Dance Archives of 

Ireland. In 2014 I created and developed, Moving Bodies Festival taking its direction and curatorial 

directions and as artist dancer. MBF is a Butoh Dance and Performance Art festival which gained support 

from the Cultural Department of Tokyo through the Japan Embassy of Ireland. Mr. Yuichi Yamada was my 

reference contact at the Embassy in Dublin. The support and partnership of the Embassy was from 2015 to 

2017. The Japan Consulate of Milano, Italy, granted nominal supportfor 2017. This festival is intended as a 

platform for the development and the meeting of Butoh with Performance art, and cultural exchange 

between Japan and Europe. It runs every year and it hosts both Italian and international artists. We try to 

bring together new and stablished artists. We offer an intensive summer practice of 15 days and 3 

residencies. 

Conleth White is the official lighting designer for the festival, as he develops unique lighting designs for all 

the performances. 

 
In 2020 we held an online festival specifying to the artists that the work was intended for social media Face 

Book format. 

In 2018 and 2019 the festival was held in Turin, Italy at Teatro Espace 

In 2017 the festival was staged at Dance Ireland/Dance House in Dublin, Ireland. 

In 2016 the festival was staged at Mart Gallery, Dublin Ireland and Teatro Espace Torino, Italy. 

In 2015 the festival was staged at Mart Gallery, Dublin Ireland and Teatro Espace Torino, Italy 

In 2014 it has a touring format and was staged at the following venues: Firckin Crane, Cork; Temple Bar 

Gallery and Studios, Hugh Lane Municipal Gallery, Dublin; CAA_Glasgow, Scotland; Teatro Espace, Torino, 

Italy. 

 
Teatro Espace Torino Italy 

Fb: espace productions 

Currently the theatre is closed. We have decided to close the theatre and the management side of running 

a cultural venue to return fully to artistic and cross disciplinary research and production. For this occasion 

and also due to the global pandemic health situation, we launched a first version of Moving Bodies online 

format dedicated to the color blue. 

The theatre Espace has been an important and renowned contemporary space for Piemonte and the city as 

much as for international artists 

From 2016 to 2019 I have directed artistically the cultural programs and developed cross disciplinary 

projects for Teatro Espace. From 2002 to 2016 I have worked for the theatre as international relationship, 

artist in residency and Butoh facilitator. I have created festivals and developed single event with 

international artists and local and national Italian artists. 



 

 

Residencies 

 
2019 Tenjinyama Art Centre Sapporo Hokkaido Japan 

 

2018 Performing Landscapes Mirabilia Festival Europeo 4 weeks Busca, Torino 

Italy 2016 Dance Ireland Dance House Dublin, Irland 2 weeks residency for 

production 

2014 Dance Ireland Dance House Dublin, Ireland 4 weeks residency research and 

development2005 Puppet Space Palermo Italy developing Dance 

2003-2004 Residency and Choreographer Dancer at Darpana Mallika Sarabhai, Ahmedabad, India 
 

 
Awards 

 

2016 Create Ireland Award for Artist in the 

Community2009 Paper Presentation Urban 

Special Group 

 

2008-2012 PhD Fellowship Geography 

Department Maynooth University Ireland 

2002 Piattaforma Danza Torino Italy 



 
 
 

Breath Moves - Dancing with F. Bacon 
 

A performance piece produced thanks to the awarded one month long residency in 

DanceIreland Dance House, Dublin, Ireland 2014. The performance has been presented at Hugh 

Lane Municipal Gallery, Dublin, Ireland; Palazzo Cavour Exhibition of Francis Bacon Torino Italy; 

Firkin Crane Theatre Cork; CAA_Glasgow Glasgow Scotland, Teatro Espace Torino; Spazio 

Ferramenta Torino, Temple Bar Galleries Temple Bar Dublin Ireland 

https://vimeo.com/147364401 

Review by critic Lorna Irvine http://exeuntmagazine.com/reviews/moving-bodies- 

butoh-dance-festival/ 

The first piece, by Ambra G Bergamasco, is half homage to the painter Francis Bacon 

(whose wry, laconic voice bookends the piece, talking of the ”violence and immediacy” of his 

work), half her own expressionist work, Ireland based dancer Bergamasco moves, spasming in an 

orange dress through a half lit space. Casting large shadows at either side of the room, she 

seemsto be made of rubber and liable to collapse at any given time. This slow-motion creeping is 

almost unbearably intense, the increasing unease compounded by the heat of the small room, 

blood red of the curtains and mood lighting. Occasionally, I feel like fainting watching her droop 

down, squeamish, almost fearful that she will not get through it. A little blood from a small cut 

trickles down her bare leg as she bends, almost melting, into a small orange chair. Bergamasco is 

almost at odds with her own body where each movement seems like a betrayal, her face 

contorting and eyes lolling back in their sockets as she silently screams. Evolving into a feral 

creature, she eats the petals from flowers on the floor and spits them out like confetti. 

Reminiscent of Bacon’s disturbing Triptych Studies from the Human Body paintings from 1970, 

which depict distorted heads and blurred bodies, this is a unique exploration of the other. Her 

discomfort is our discomfort; her fears our own. 

https://vimeo.com/147364401
http://exeuntmagazine.com/reviews/moving-bodies-butoh-
http://exeuntmagazine.com/reviews/moving-bodies-butoh-


 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Rose and Stone 
 

Premiere Performed at the XXXVII edition of Acquiterme In Palcoscenico BE in SIDE Dance Festival July 2020. 

https://vimeo.com/447440997 

The dance performance is a map towards the rose and the stone. Ancient elements that trace and map our spiritual and 

Iconographic life on Earth. The dramaturgy and the processual choreography have been developed working with Poet 

Paolo Fichera. The bone that holds you, the cardinal bone that follows your story inscribed in your moving landscape is 

the rose you crush to smell. A young girl. A Maddalena. 

https://vimeo.com/447440997


 
 

My Hypochondria Makes Me Fear War 

https://vimeo.com/308931477 
 

Duration: 10’ (2016) 

 
 

The overloading of shock and awe through the retina of the eye sends 

patterned signals to the nervous system making it glitch in a process of 

acceptance rejection that ultimately creates numbness. Yet somewhere, in the 

inner folds of our sensorial knowledge, there is a desire to break and dive into 

feeling existence and life. Beyond bodies abandoned in the sea. Beyond shock 

and awe. 



 
 

Cerimoniosa Presenza / Ceremonious Presence 

https://vimeo.com/478261357 
 

Duration: 1’30” (2020) 

 
 

Una Partitura Gestuale del segno corpo e verso. Una cartografia atta a svelare 

l'amore. / A Gestural Score of Gesture Sign and Verse. 

 

We can understand the work of Dante Alighieri as a mapping towards the 

discovering of new worlds and of what to love means. Not a possession but 

the exercise of looking at the loved one for the treasures it holds. 

 
We are left with gestures and eyes, we are overloaded with screens. Yet we 

can gaze into the appearance of a new Life. In ceremonious presence. 



 
 
 

 
 

 
LET’S KISS . Homage to Katsuo Ohno and Pina Baush 

 
Five perfomances where Ambra Gatto Bergamasco meets 5 different artists and their practices onstage. Teatro 

Espace Torino, Italy. March-June 2019. All performances presented at Teatro Espace Italy. This performance 

event wanted to bring on stage the metaphoric kiss of two dance practices that often collide, namely 

Contemporary Dance and Butoh Dance and to bring the elements between performance art and theatre and 

Butoh Dance. 

Review: https://www.paneacquaculture.net/2019/04/20/incontrarsi-in-nome-di-pina-bausch-e-kazuo-ohno-su- 

lets-kiss-del-teatro-espace/ 

Jounalist Laura Bevione describes the encounter of Ambra Gatto Bergamasco and Francesca Cola as an innovative 

performance created apparently in distance. As the performance starts we understandthat the dancers are 

carefully attentive of each other. Cola is precise and present yet Bergamasco manages to reach emotionally the 

depths of who is watching her, capable of capturing the audience creating with a spectator a Duetto. 

https://www.paneacquaculture.net/2019/04/20/incontrarsi-in-nome-di-pina-bausch-e-kazuo-ohno-su-lets-kiss-del-teatro-espace/
https://www.paneacquaculture.net/2019/04/20/incontrarsi-in-nome-di-pina-bausch-e-kazuo-ohno-su-lets-kiss-del-teatro-espace/
https://www.paneacquaculture.net/2019/04/20/incontrarsi-in-nome-di-pina-bausch-e-kazuo-ohno-su-lets-kiss-del-teatro-espace/


 
 
 
 

 
 

Drowning Gold 
 

Ambra Gatto Bergamasco and Edegar Starke. Choreography and corporeal dramaturgy 

of Ambra Gatto Bergamasco. A performance that looks and investigate the state of drowning as 

movement in the world becomes ameans of staying alive. 

http://www.nesxt.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/NesxtTabloid_A4.pdf 

 
2016-17 Performance presented at Nesxt Festival and Teatro Espace Torino Italy. 

http://www.nesxt.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/NesxtTabloid_A4.pdf
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